INVENTORY

HAL Systems

HAL Traxx™ Inventory

Advanced Technology to Advance Your Business
What’s your top priority today? Perhaps you want to boost employee productivity, reduce
labor and training costs, and avoid any unplanned stock-outs in your warehouse. Or you need
end-to-end product traceability to minimize post-shipment disruption. Do you need to ensure
quality and quarantine controls in your business as well as compliance? HAL Systems can help
you reach your business goals – today and tomorrow – with a high-value, low-cost inventory
management solution.
You don’t have to be a big company with a big budget to have the most advanced technology
for inventory management – HAL Traxx™ Inventory from HAL Systems. HAL Traxx Inventory makes
it easy and affordable for you manage receiving, internal material movements, manufacturing, and
shipping transactions.
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HAL Traxx™ Inventory
Advantages Include:
•
		
		
		

Flexibility for Proven
Success in Multiple Industries
• Parts distribution

Configurable elements that can be selected,
customized and modified by the user, and changed
as business requirements change, without relying
on programming changes:

• Bakery and food production
• Chemical mixing applications

			 - Glossary of terms
				 (four languages included)

• Make-to-order and serialized products

			- Workflows

• Mobile service industries (HVAC, electrical, plumbing, etc.)

• Order fulfillment

			- Business Rules

RECEIVING

			- Authorizations

STORAGE

			 - Locations and codes
• Dynamic bin allocation for optimal
		 facility utilization
• Tracking of production and batch/lot control
		 ensures end-to-end product traceability
• Quality control and quarantine functions for
		 critical processes
• Directed picks (including voice) for maximum
		 labor efficiency
• EDI transactions enable you to meet specific
		 customer requirements
• Image-enabled for accurate product recognition
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Need an innovative solution to interface with your legacy
system? No problem. At HAL Systems, we specialize in meeting
challenges that other companies might consider too difficult,
small or unusual. We’ll work closely with your resources to
meet your requirements and exceed your expectations.

Is Your “Warehouse” on Wheels?

Connect with HAL Systems Today

HAL Traxx™ Inventory can be configured with a Traxx™
Mobile capability to easily monitor material movements
between fixed and mobile locations (service vehicles,
trucks) and can be interfaced with other systems for
fast and accurate invoicing.

For more than 30 years, HAL Systems has been providing
fully featured, fully functional solutions to small and mid-sized
businesses – for much less cost than comparable systems
designed for larger enterprises.
Whether you’re looking for a stand-alone system with standard
functionality or a complete customized system, HAL Systems can
help with fully scalable, market-tested solutions. Discover a new
competitive advantage in your business today.
To learn more, contact sales@halsystems.com
or call 770-927-0700.
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